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OUT NOW!!!.......CONECTIVERS Fasten Out / Scuare (Definition:breaks 004) 

Conectivers are a group of three DJs / producers Dan, Kile and NARF from Spain. After doing many
production projects together and playing at many of the best events in Andalusia they decided to form
Conectivers. 

Dan (21) is a DJ / producer and organiser of El Sur Productions events has played at many events
including Animalia and Raveart, Kile (18) is a DJ / producer who also appeared at some of the El Sur
events, and finally NARF (25) also a DJ / producer was an important addition to the group bringing loads
of melodic atmosphere to the tunes. As a group they have started to perform full live sets of their own
productions using Ableton Live with midi controllers. 

Their style could definitely be classed as tear out and dark breaks but with ambient melodic breakdowns,
and they have a massive arsenal of huge tunes at their disposal already. They have recently formed
their own label - El Sur Records – which will be showcasing their talents later on this year and have a
incredible line-up of remixers involved. Also with a release already out on digital label Midi Generation
Records you will be seeing a lot of Conectivers this year for sure. 

Conectivers first release on Definition:breaks is an absolute stormer! Fasten Out is a peak time monster,
strong punchy beats make way for the melodic strings of the breakdown, which drops full throttle into the
bouncy riff, and with rough basslines this track is bound to make many a dancefloor rock! Whilst the
second track. Scuare is a darker affair, with haunting synths and a proper nasty riff this tune is pure dark
dynamite – a soundtrack to scare anyone at bedtime!!  

Ribbs & IG88 "Both tunes are large!! Will play at any opportunity." 

601 "Fasten out will def get play on our Breaks FM show" 

Ceos "Sick tunes man! I'll be playing these out for sure!" 

Lightshapers "top tunes. beats on fasten out are quality. proper driving breaks. love the atmosphere on
the scuare intro - nice tune, quite rolling with a filthy vibe." 

LISTEN NOW AT http://www.myspace.com/definitionbreaks 

Available to download NOW from Juno Download,  Chemical Records, Breakbeat Online, Beats Digital,
and Nu-Rave.com Online Shop  

Soon to be available from Beatport and many other stores too :)
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Re:OUT MONDAY - Conectivers - Fasten Out / Scuare -
Posted by element - 2009/05/13 18:01
_____________________________________

sounds great John - thanks 4 da info - cheers mate, eLeMenT B)

============================================================================

Re:OUT NOW - Conectivers - Fasten Out / Scuare -
Posted by John Grief - 2009/05/26 23:14
_____________________________________

Out Now..... 

:) :)

============================================================================
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